
Refresh
Active families need and deserve proper rest. 

The Back Performance collection delivers a 

balanced combination of comfort and support 

for optimum sleep so you can focus on the 

important things in life.

The Back Performance collection is a result of 

our strategic collaboration with Dr. James Maas, 

Retired Cornell Professor, Health &

Performance Consultant

#7801



Refresh Luxury Knit Fabric Made of phase change material that provides an initial cooling 
sensation to help you fall asleep faster and ensures a comfortable night’s sleep from start to finish.

Natural FR Rayon Fiber The fire-retardant fiber we use is the most natural design made 
from a Rayon and Silicate combination.

Silk, Wool & Cashmere Blend Naturally regulates temperature and wicks away 
moisture. The perfect blend is added to the quilt to keep you comfortable, cool and dry.

High-Density Contour Foam Super-soft, pressure-relieving contour foam is made with 
ridges to alleviate aches and pains. It molds to the contours of your body, providing just the right 
amount of support where you need it most.

High-Density Comfort Foam Creates a durable sleeping surface and provides deep 
down support and pressure relief.

12.75-Gauge Heavy Duty Spring Design The 12.75-gauge high density coil 
construction is made of tempered steel and is the heaviest and strongest support system in mattress 
construction today. Designed for high performance, it ensures support across the surface for proper 
spinal alignment. 

Upholstery-Grade Foam Encasement Permanently seals the innerspring 360 
degrees around to deliver a durable, more comfortable seating edge with 20% more sleeping area.

High-Density Support Foam Permanently seals the innerspring 360 degrees around 
to deliver a durable, more comfortable seating edge with 20% more sleeping area.

Recycled Densified Fiber Pad Need Copy?
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KEY FEATURES

Amish Wood
Foundation

Adjustable Base
Friendly


